[Laparoscopic approach versus laparotomy for suspected acute appendicitis].
Acute appendicitis is one of the most common surgical disease but, in spite of the progression diagnostic imaging, a definite diagnosis is frequently difficult and often is based in essentially clinical grounds. The Authors retrospectively analyze the results of conventional laparotomic appendectomy (CLA) and videolaparascopic appendectomy (VLA) as performed by two teams of their Department of Surgery. Between January 2000 and November 2001, 156 patients, age ranging from 3 to 67 yrs, underwent surgery because suspected acute appendicitis; 96 patients underwent VLA and 60 patients underwent CLA; a diagnosis of acute appendicitis was confirmed in 142 cases (91%). The patients who had a confirmed diagnosis of acute appendicitis were grouped according to clinical-pathologic criteria into follicular, gangrenous and complicated appendicitisi; operating time, complications and length of hospital stay were compared among the three groups. VLA resulted superior to CLA in terms of diagnostic performance: among the patients with suspected acute appendicitis, VLA allowed to establish a different diagnosis in 41% as compared to 13% with CLA. In two cases (2.08%) VLA was turned into CLA. There were non differences between VLA and CLA in terms of surgical operating time and hospital stay. A significantly higher incidence of surgical complications, such as wound infections and pelvic abscesses, was observed in the CLA group as compared to VLA. The Authors conclude that VLA allows a complete exploration of the abdomen, a better localization of the appendix and an easier diagnosis of unexpected conditions or pathologic processes associated with the clinical appendicitis; further, VLA is gravated by fewer complications.